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Abstract
Advertisements and behavioral tracking have become an invasive

nuisance on the Internet in recent years. Indeed, privacy advocates

and expert users consider the invasion significant enough to war-

rant the use of ad blockers and anti-tracking browser extensions.

At the same time, one of the largest advertisement companies in

the world, Google, is developing the most popular browser, Google

Chrome. This conflict of interest, that is developing a browser (a

user agent) and being financially motivated to track users’ online

behavior, possibly violating their privacy expectations, while claim-

ing to be a "user agent," did not remain unnoticed. As a matter of

fact, Google recently sparked an outrage when proposing changes

to Chrome how extensions can inspect and modify requests to "im-

prove extension performance and privacy," which would render

existing privacy-focused extensions inoperable.

In this paper, we analyze how eight popular privacy-focused

browser extensions for Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, the

two desktop browsers with the highest market share, affect browser

performance. We measure browser performance through several

metrics focused on user experience, such as page-load times, num-

ber of fetched resources, as well as response sizes. To address po-

tential regional differences in advertisements or tracking, such as

influenced by the European General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR), we perform our study from two vantage points, the United

States of America and Germany. Moreover, we also analyze how

these extensions affect system performance, in particular CPU time,

which serves as a proxy indicator for battery runtime of mobile

devices. Contrary to Google’s claims that extensions which inspect

and block requests negatively affect browser performance, we find

that a browser with privacy-focused request-modifying extensions

performs similar or better on our metrics compared to a browser

without extensions. In fact, even a combination of such extensions

performs no worse than a browser without any extensions. Our

results highlight that privacy-focused extensions not only improve

users’ privacy, but can also increase users’ browsing experience.
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1 Introduction
The online advertisement (ad) industry has been one of the fastest

growing industries in the recent years, growing from over 108

billion US dollars in 2018 to an estimated 129 billion US dollars

in 2019 in the United States [33], and to estimated 333 billion US

dollars in 2019 globally [8]. This growth has sparked numerous aca-

demic studies of various angles of online ads, from understanding

the underlying economics, the overall scale of it, mechanisms and

techniques used, as well as how miscreants are abusing it to profit.

Academic and industry studies on the techniques that online

ads are relying on have led to privacy advocates and expert users

arguing that the ad companies’ tracking and data collection, which

provides the foundation for the most prevalent online ads today,

that is, behavioral tracking and targeting, is excessive and invasive

to users’ privacy [42]. Indeed, in 2012 already, the retailer Target

could predict customers’ pregnancies’ due dates with high accuracy,

based on browsing and online shopping patterns, and used the

information for targeted ads by physical mail (and inadvertently

disclosed a daughter’s pregnancy to her father) [13].

Concerns about excessive data collection as well as data breaches

have since led to new regulation, such as the European General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [9], which went into effect in

May 2018 in the European Union, and the California Consumer

Privacy Act (CCPA), which will go into full effect January 2020 [40].

Such regulation is an important first step to ensuring users’ privacy,

and, considering the large fines and penalties that GDPR allows

to impose for violations (up 20 million Euro or 4% of the world-

wide annual revenue, whichever is greater), it has already forced

companies to rethink their approach to data handling, even though

the exact interpretation of GDPR’s requirements and enforcement

remain largely uncharted territory. After introduction of GDPR, the

New York Times switched from ads based on behavioral tracking to

context-based ads, and it did not experience a loss in ad revenue [3].

This brings into question whether behavioral tracking is even nec-

essary from an economical point of view for content and service

providers to allow free access to their content and services.

Regulation is however, by its nature, a local matter. Online track-

ing, on the other hand, is a global phenomena and online tracking

remains pervasive on a global level. There may less or no tracking

in the European Union due to GDPR, but there is still substantial

behavioral tracking and targeting in the United States of Amer-

ica, China, India, and most other countries. Therefore, users who

want to protect their privacy and not be subject to tracking need

to rely on other means, with anti-tracking or ad-blocking browser

extensions [4, 10, 11, 14] being the most popular solution.

Browser extensions, however, had their own fair share of security

and privacy issues, because of their powerful capabilities, which

https://doi.org/10.1145/3366423.3380292
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can allow them to inspect and modify all of a user’s browsing ac-

tivity. For example, extensions designed with malicious intent have

been observed stealing user credentials, cookie stuffing to generate

affiliate revenue, and ad injection. Using a browser extension has

proven to be so profitable for miscreants that they even approached

extension developers to buy extensions from them, with the goal of

then pushing a malicious update to the extension’s users through

the browser’s update mechanism [1, 31].

The discovery of these security problems led to a debate among

browser vendors to remove some capabilities for extensions, with

the most dangerous capability being the ability to inspect and mod-

ify or prevent any request that the browser makes, to any website.

Removing the functionality would clearly prevent malicious exten-

sions from misusing it, and, hence, protect users’ privacy. However,

removing this capability also affects benign extensions. In particu-

lar, it renders existing privacy-focused extensions that rely on this

functionality to protect users’ privacy inoperable, like anti-tracking

extensions and ad-blockers. A particularly interesting angle on this

argument is that extensions requiring these capabilities have been

preventing security and privacy issues that the browser vendors

have not tackled (in some cases because they have no financial

incentive to do so). For example, by blocking all ads, malicious ads

cannot become a security issue. Similarly, a user may be less willing

to accept that an ad company is tracking her than her extension

being compromised, as she trusts the extension developer more

than the ad company. As such, preventing extensions from privacy-

sensitive capabilities or allowing such extensions represents a se-

curity and privacy trade-off, and removing the functionality would

patronize users by restricting their choice.

Independent of the security argument, browser vendors have

argued that the way this capability is used also reduces perfor-

mance and, in turn, negatively affects user experience, which affects

user engagement and profit [28, 48]. However, intuitively, privacy-

focused extensions could provide a performance benefit to the user:

By preventing unwanted content from being loaded, less content

needs to be loaded, which should be faster. But, to do so, these ex-

tensions need to inspect and understand the browser’s request, and

then make a decision to allow or prevent a request, which comes at

its own additional performance cost. In this paper, we investigate

how privacy-focused extensions relying on request and response

modification, the powerful capability in question, actually affect

browser performance, system performance, and user experience for

the two most popular desktop browser, Google Chrome and Mozilla

Firefox. We find no evidence that privacy-focused extensions fun-

damentally degrade performance in any way, but our results show

that they improve performance across various metrics. Therefore,

we believe it is ill-advised to deprecate the powerful capabilities that

privacy-focused extensions rely on. Instead, considering that the

functionality can be misused, it appears more wise to leverage the

already-existing walled garden ecosystem surrounding extensions

(i.e., extensions can only be installed if they are signed and pub-

lished on the extension store) to limit access to privacy-sensitive

functionality to carefully vetted extensions only.

We make the following contributions:

• We provide the first extensive study investigating how privacy-
focused browser extensions affect performance. We performed

our measurements for different privacy-focused extensions,

across browsers, and frommultiple vantage points, providing

additional insight on how performance of the same exten-

sions differs across these variables.

• We show that privacy-focused extensions can improve browser
performance, system performance, and user experience com-
pared to a browser without extensions. Correspondingly, we
urge browser vendors to retain functionality necessary for

privacy-focused extensions, but which is slated for depre-

cation, as the presented performance argument does not

appear to be valid.

• We open source our measurement tools and techniques, so that
other researchers can build upon it and reproduce it.

Following, we first provide the background of how privacy-focused

browser extensions work (Section 2).We then detail methodology of

our study, like the selection of the extensions, browsers, andmetrics,

as well as the experimental setup (Section 3). Subsequently, we

evaluate how the extensions affect browser and system performance

(Section 4) and discuss our results (Section 4.3). Finally, we compare

to related work (Section 5) and conclude (Section 6).

2 Background
Following, we briefly describe current techniques that users can em-

ploy to protect their privacy against online tracking, how privacy-

focused extensions work internally, that is, how they inspect and

modify or prevent requests that the browser would otherwise make,

and how they decide which requests to modify and prevent.

2.1 Techniques Against Tracking
Users can utilize various techniques to protect themselves from

tracking and ads when browsing the web. Some techniques work

occur at the network level, such as blocking domain names from

being resolved via PiHole [15] or using an interception proxy like

Privoxy [29]. And, while these network-level blocking techniques

have the benefit that they are independent of the application, they

are not sufficiently fine-grained because they lack visibility into the

browser (or other application). For example, they cannot determine

if traffic to a third-party is intentional (e.g., the user clicked on a

link), or if it is unwanted traffic that should be blocked. Privacy-

focused browser extensions, albeit application-specific, do not suffer

these short-comings and can reliably block web-based tracking, as

they can have full visibility into all requests, and can intercept and

modify or prevent them.

2.2 Request Analysis
The functionality that current privacy-focused extensions build

upon to modify or block in-flight requests is the webRequest API,

which is part of the WebExtensions API set [44] and works by

declaring event listeners [12, 23]. To use it, an extension must be

granted the webRequest permission. The API allows an extension to

intercept, analyze, and modify or block requests at various stages of

a request’s flow, at which the browser triggers an event and notifies

the extension. In particular, it allows to: (i) cancel requests in the

stages onBeforeRequest, onBeforeSendHeaders, or onAuthRequired;

(ii) redirect requests in the event handlers for onBeforeRequest and

onHeadersReceived; (iii) modify request headers when processing
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the onBeforeSendHeaders callback; and, (iv) modify response head-

ers in the onHeadersReceived event handler.

An extension can also subscribe to various other events, which

we do not discuss here for space reasons as they are only infor-

mational and not critical to the inner workings of privacy-focused

extensions. If the API is used to modify and block requests from

occurring, then the events must be declared to be synchronous

(blocking), and an extension wanting to do so needs the additional

webRequestBlocking permission. Figure 1 shows the order in which

these events occur, with events shaded gray that extensions rely on

to intercept and analyze requests, green depicting the successful

completion of a request, and red highlighting the event raised if an

error occurred.

Beyond inspecting and altering requests, Mozilla Firefox also

supports the modification of response content by monitoring and

filtering the response via filterResponseData on a per request basis.

Google Chrome does not support this functionality.

Quite clearly, if an extension is using the synchronous webRequest

API and its process to decide if a request should be blocked or al-

lowed is slow, then this will affect negatively performance. On

the other hand, if the decision-making process is sufficiently fast

compared to the cost of retrieving and parsing or rendering the

resources, then the blocking API can also improve performance.

2.3 Decision Making
The process that privacy-focused extensions use to decide which

requests should be modified or blocked can be broadly categorized

in two classes, blacklists and heuristic algorithms.

Most privacy-focused extensions, for example Adblock Plus [10],

Ghbostery [11], Disconnect [4], and uBlock Origin [14] rely on

traditional blacklisting because it has been shown to be effective. In-

deed, some extensions actually share lists, for example EasyList and

EasyPrivacy [39], or Peter Lowe’s ad and tracking server list” [20],

which are often curated by their user community. Beyond commu-

nity lists, other extensions differentiate themselves by providing

lists that they curate. For example, Disconnect and Ghostery use

their own private lists. Adblock Plus distinguishes itself from other

blockers by also utilizing a whitelist of “acceptable ads” that it does

not block. Unfortunately, blacklists are reactive, that is, ads and

trackers must be known before they can be added to the blacklist,

and they usually need to be verified to prevent collateral damage.

This delay has created the desire for alternatives to traditional

blacklisting. One solution are heuristic algorithms that try to de-

tect ads and tracking instead of matching a domain name or em-

bedded script. The “Privacy Badger” extension by the Electronic

Frontier Foundation (EFF) [7] is likely the most prominent example.

It uses heuristics like repeatedly observing third-party content that

matches specific properties (e.g., supercookies) and then modifies

or blocks the corresponding requests [5]. To prevent false positives,

which occur if a third-party provides legitimate content, Privacy

Badger does not always block third-party requests, but may modify

the request to protect the user’s privacy (e.g., by removing cookies

from the request). Naturally, extensions that leverage heuristics

or learn about tracking are thought to be computationally more

expensive than blacklists and this may affect performance.

3 Methodology
In this section, we detail our methodology, that is, which browsers

we investigate, which extensions we analyze, what metrics we will

evaluate, how we set up our experiment, and its limitations.

3.1 Browsers
For our analysis, we investigate the performance of privacy-focused

extensions on the two most popular desktop browsers, Google

Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, which have a combined market share

of almost 80% [37]. It is important to note that while Google is

planning to remove webRequest from Chrome for performance and

privacy reasons [43] and replace it with declarativeNetRequest,

Mozilla has currently no plans to remove the functionality from

Firefox [24]. We investigate both browsers to better understand if

any performance cost may be related to a browser’s implementation.

We perform our analysis on Linux, specifically Debian Linux 10

(buster), with Google Chrome 77 and Mozilla Firefox 68. We drive

the two browsers with Selenium, which is a browser automation

framework [32]. Unfortunately, while we can run Firefox in headless

mode, Chrome does not support extensions in headless mode [17].

Therefore, we run Chrome in headful mode using a virtual display

through the X virtual framebuffer (Xvfb) [47]. To ease deployment

and reproducibility, we created Docker containers. Finally, we made

our code publicly available: https://github.com/noise-lab/privacy-

extensions.

3.2 Extensions
We evaluate eight privacy-focused extensions for our analysis: Ad-

Block Plus [10], Decentraleyes [30], Disconnect [4], Ghostery [11],

HTTPS Everywhere [6], NoScript [21], Privacy Badger [7], and

uBlock Origin [14]. We selected these extensions because they are

among the most popular privacy-focused extensions and they cover

different aspects of advertisement blocking and anti-tracking, as

shown in Table 1. For example, AdBlock Plus is used by over 20

million users and does not block all ads by default, but allows some

ads through the acceptable ads program. On the other hand, uBlock

Origin blocks all ads and is used by over 15 million users. Other

extensions we include because they address other privacy problems

or block ads and tracking in a non-traditional sense. For example,

Decentraleyes blocks a non-traditional kind of tracking: It keeps lo-

cal copies of popular JavaScript libraries and loads the local version

instead of the remote version, for which access could be tracked

(possibly with cookies and referrer information). HTTPS Every-

where is unique among the selected extensions as it does not block

ads or prevent tracking at all, but it is focused on improving privacy

in a different way: It prevents eavesdroppers on a network (e.g.,

in a coffee shop) to observe traffic to websites that still support

plain HTTP and do not upgrade the connection to HTTPS. The

NoScript Security Suite distinguishes itself from the other exten-

sions by entirely blocking all execution of included content, for

example, JavaScript, web fonts, Java, or Flash, which can prevents

ads from being shown and online tracking because they rely heavily

on script execution.

Finally, we also investigate if an extension configuration that

combines multiple extensions (Decentraleyes, Privacy Badger, and

uBlock Origin) may lead to a compound performance effect.

https://github.com/noise-lab/privacy-extensions
https://github.com/noise-lab/privacy-extensions
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onBeforeRequest

onBeforeSendHeaders

onSendHeaders

onHeadersReceived

onResponseStarted onBeforeRedirect onAuthRequired

onCompleted

onErrorOccurred

Figure 1: Common flow of webRequest events. Shaded gray are events when an extension can cancel or modify a request. Events shaded

in white show informational events. The event in green (onCompleted) indicates that the request was completed. The event in red

(onErrorOccurred) means that that an error occurred.

Table 1: Analyzed Privacy-focused Extensions. The indicators have the following meaning:  indicates that the extension supports

blocking this category by default, G# indicates that it blocks it partially or a non-traditional set, H# indicates that it supports it, but that it is

disabled by default, and # indicates that it does not support blocking the category.

Extension Version Official Description Ads Tracking Users

AdBlock Plus 3.6.3 Blocks annoying video ads on YouTube, Facebook ads, banners and

much more. Adblock Plus blocks all annoying ads, and supports

websites by not blocking unobtrusive ads by default (configurable).

G# H# Over 20 Million

Decentraleyes 2.0.12 Protects you against tracking through "free", centralized, content

delivery. It prevents a lot of requests from reaching networks like

Google Hosted Libraries, and serves local files to keep sites from

breaking. Complements regular content blockers.

# G# ≈ 280,000

Disconnect 5.19.3 Make the web faster, more private, and more secure. #  ≈ 1 Million

Ghostery – Privacy Ad Blocker 8.4.2 Ghostery is a powerful privacy extension. Block ads, stop trackers

and speed up websites.

  ≈ 4 Million

HTTPS Everywhere 2019.6.27 Encrypt the web! HTTPS Everywhere is a Firefox extension to pro-

tect your communications by enabling HTTPS encryption automat-

ically on sites that are known to support it, even when you type

URLs or follow links that omit the https: prefix.

# # ≈ 2.8 Million

NoScript Security Suite 11.0.2 The best security you can get in a web browser! Allow active content

to run only from sites you trust, and protect yourself against XSS

other web security exploits.

# G# ≈ 1.6 Million

Privacy Badger 2019.7.1 Automatically learns to block invisible trackers. #  ≈ 1.8 Million

uBlock Origin 1.22.2 Finally, an efficient blocker. Easy on CPU and memory.   Over 15 Million

3.3 Metrics
Intuitively, using a privacy-focused extension will affect perfor-

mance in some way: The extension inspects and modifies requests,

or prevents them from being issued entirely. In turn, it incurs a

performance cost for inspection, and modification or prevention.

However, in doing so, it may actually lead to a net benefit in perfor-

mance because resources that have not been requested cannot incur

any cost by the browser itself, for example, for parsing an HTML

document or parsing and executing JavaScript. We quantify this

difference for different metrics that are focused on user experience

and reflect a variable that is important to users. These metrics fall

into two categories: browser metrics and system metrics.

3.3.1 Browser Metrics

Concerning browser metrics, we investigate (i) overall page-load
time, (ii) number of requested resources, (iii) overall page-load size,
and (iv) number of cookies. We measure these metrics by export-

ing a trace of how the browser interacted with the website and
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rendering it, more commonly known as the HTTP Archive format

(HAR) [45], which Chrome and Firefox support for performance

measurements. It contains all requests that have been made, con-

tent responses, HTTP headers, as well as timing information when

specific event were triggered by the browser. In particular, it con-

tains timing information for the onLoad event, which the browser

triggers when it has finished loading and rendering the page, rep-

resenting page-load time. For each page load, we automatically

extract the HAR through a modified version of the open source

HARExportTrigger extension [26], which we extended to work reli-

ably with Google Chrome in addition to Mozilla Firefox, and which

we will open source at the time of publication.

3.3.2 System Metrics

In addition to browser metrics, we also collect system metrics,

with the idea behind them being to evaluate the overall impact

on system performance. For example, an extension could reduce

the overall page-load time, number of requested resources, overall

page-load size, as well the number of cookies, that is, all browser

metrics. However, the extension may require substantial amount of

computation to do so, incurring additional high cost in processor

time. Particularly, for each page load, we collect (i) processor time,

(ii) process context switches, and (iii) memory page faults.

Processor time measures how much time was actually spent

computing across all processor cores, and it does not include time

that the processor went to sleep or deep sleep, for example, while

waiting on data from the network. Process context switches are

the number of times that the operating system switched between

processes and when it needed to store a process A’s state to pause

it and restore a process B’s state to resume execution of process B,

for example, process context switches can happen when switching

between a browser’s rendering engine and browser plug-ins, etc.

And, finally, memory page faults occur when a process attempts to

access memory that is currently not mapped or not loaded in its

virtual address space.

We focus on these three system metrics because they are gen-

erally associated with high power consumption and, in turn, they

can help as a proxy indicator of battery runtime. Considering that

mobile devices relying on batteries are ubiquitous, investigating

how privacy-focused extensions may affect system-wide user expe-

rience through reduced or increased battery runtime, and not just

evaluating how they may affect browsing performance, is crucial.

We measure the system metrics through profiling with Linux’s

perf_events [27], which is a performance analysis tool of the Linux

kernel that allows instrumentation, tracing, and profiling of the ker-

nel and user space. Albeit perf_events is light-weight and supports

hardware performance counters, it does incur cost for profiling

interesting events. To minimize any potential impact that profiling

these metrics may have, we aggregate them at the kernel level dur-

ing the page load and retrieve results from the kernel only after

retrieving all browser metrics.

3.4 Experimental Setup
Following, we detail the experimental setup that we use to measure

browser and system performance (Section 4).

3.4.1 Domains

It is crucial to evaluate performance on websites that users actually

visit with some regularity. Therefore, we use two distinct parts of

the Tranco top 1 million domain list for our measurements [19],

which is a ranking of popular websites similar to the Alexa top 1

million, but more stable and less susceptible to manipulation. Specif-

ically, we use (i) the top 1,000 domains, which are often visited web-

sites that are highly optimized and often hosted on content-delivery

networks, thus, potentially having better performance; and, (ii) the
domains 99,001 to including 100,000, which are websites that are

still relevant, but which are generally less optimized and commonly

not hosted on content-delivery networks. Correspondingly, our

list of domains contains 2,000 domains.

3.4.2 Hardware

We perform our measurements on the Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Elastic Computing (EC2) platform. We use m5.2xlarge instances

with eight logical cores (four physical cores) of an Intel® Xeon®

Platinum 8175M CPU processors with a base speed of 2.5GHz and a

turbo boost of 3.5GHz, 32GiB of memory, and up to 10Gbps of net-

work connectivity. Although a server-class Xeon processor could

hide some computing inefficiencies, we selected a specific Xeon pro-

cessor that is comparable in feature set and base clock rate (2.5GHz)

to desktop-class processors. We also limited the number of com-

puting cores to a number comparable to desktop-class processors,

which is where Xeon processors typically differ substantially from

desktop-class processors. Moreover, albeit anecdotal evidence, on

a smaller testbed comprised of a desktop-class Intel Core i7 NUC

computer and a Comcast 75Mbps Internet connection, we made the

same observations as on our large-scale measurements (Section 4).

On each instance, we run only a single browser, so that multiple

browser instances cannot interfere with each other and the browser

can utilize all eight logical cores on its own. The specification of

this instance reflects current medium to high-end desktop class

computers in terms of processing power and memory. However,

the instances’ network connectivity (10Gbps) substantially exceeds

what is available to end users, which may affect our results in terms

of favoring fetching more or larger resources from network over

performing more local computations.

3.4.3 Vantage Points

Naturally, performing our measurements from multiple vantage

points is crucial to understanding if regional differences exist. To

this end, we utilize the same configuration (including compara-

ble Internet access) at our vantage points and vary the location

only. Specifically, we run our experiments from a vantage points

in Northern Virginia, United States of America (us-east-1), as well

as a second vantage point in Frankfurt, Germany (eu-central-1). In

our case, the selection of the vantage points is grounded in the fact

that the United States have practically no legislation against the

behavior privacy-focused extensions are aiming to prevent, while

in Germany (and the European Union in general) the General Data

Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect in May 2018 [9]. Cor-

respondingly, privacy-focused extensions may perform differently

between these two vantage points.
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3.5 Limitations
Of course, our measurement has some limitations because of deci-

sions in the design of our experiment. For example, simply collect-

ing metrics incurs additional overhead, which may affect the results.

However, we would be unable to make any statement grounded in

data on how privacy-focused extensions affect performance or user

experience without incurring this additional cost, which we believe

is essential to better understand the modern web. The way that we

collect these metrics by profiling browser and system is, to the best

of our knowledge, the most light-weight technique, incurring the

least amount of additional overhead. Therefore, we believe that our

methodology provides the most accurate analysis today.

In a different vein, as we touched on before, our experimental

setup is substantially better connected to the Internet than how

most end users are connected to it, that is, the latency and link

throughput to the web are better for our experiment (lower for

latency, higher for link throughput) than it would be for most users.

Therefore, our analysis effectively assumes a best case scenario in

terms of Internet access, and our results thus lean toward a lower

bound in page-load time (as more resources can be fetched quicker

than for an end user). Correspondingly, the difference between

an extension configuration that loads more resources or larger

resources and one that loads less or smaller resources will likely be

smaller in our experimental setup compared to an end user setup.

For example, if an extension configuration with an extension would

load a page faster than a configuration without an extension by 1s

in our experiment, then we would expect that this gap to increase

for the same measurement by an end user, like to 1.2s.

Finally, although our results may not generalize to other hard-

ware, vantage points, operating systems, browsers, or extensions,

our comparative evaluation provides new and unique insight in

how the two most popular browsers’ performance differs when

using privacy-focused extensions in an environment that aims to

mimic how end users would use it.

4 Evaluation
We performed our measurement based on the previously discussed

methodology over a period of 18 days and 8 hours from September

25th, 2019 to October 13th, 2019 from the two AWS EC2 availability

zones in Frankfurt, Germany and Northern Virginia, USA.

For our measurement study, we successfully visited each domain

in our dataset approximately seven times with Mozilla Firefox,

leading to between 13,378 and 13,982 data points per extension

configuration for Firefox in the USA and between 13,734 and 13,982

data points per extension configuration for Firefox in Germany. For

Google Chrome, we were able to visit each domain only between

one and three times successfully per extensions, because we need

to allow for a substantially longer extension warmup time, up to an

additional 15 seconds per domain and per extension configuration.

In total, for each extension configuration for Google Chrome, we

successfully retrieved between 2,149 and 5,636 data points for the

USA, and between 2,191 and 5,774 data points for our measurements

from Germany. Table 2 shows the distribution of data points.

Following, we focus our analysis on the differences between a

privacy-focused extension configuration and the browser without

extensions. For example, for the metrics page-load time (onLoad)

or processor time (CPU clock), our results indicate if an extension

is taking more time than the browser without extensions. That is,

positive values mean the extension configuration is slower, while

negative values mean it is faster. Similarly, for metrics like resources

and cookies, a negative value indicates that the extension configu-

ration leads to less resources being requested or cookies being set

(e.g., because less tracking resources were requested that want to set

a cookie). Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the differences between each

extension configuration and the extensionless browser for each

metric, with Figure 2 showing Mozilla Firefox in Germany and Fig-

ure 3 showing Google Chrome in the USA. Plots are shaded based

on the difference of the median in terms of the median absolute

deviation (M) from the baseline (the extensionless browser), with

blue shades indicating that the extension configuration is faster

than the baseline, and red shades indicate that it is slower. For

brevity reasons, we do not show figures for Mozilla Firefox in the

USA and Google Chrome in Europe, as they perform largely similar

to the same browser at the other vantage point, and we discuss the

respective differences in Section 4.2.

4.1 Extension Differences
Next, we discuss the differences in how the analyzed privacy-

focused extensions affect performance.

4.1.1 Mozilla Firefox

Comparing the performance of a privacy-focused extensions for

Mozilla Firefox in Germany (Figure 2), we see that all but AdBlock

Plus, HTTPS Everywhere, and Disconnect improve performance

across all metrics besides onContentLoad, that is, the time when

the initial HTML has loaded, but not the included resources. In

fact, even the combination of Decentraleyes, Privacy Badger, and

uBlock Origin is faster than the baseline across all metrics besides

onContentLoad. For Adblock Plus, themedian onContentLoad delay

is approximately 1.1s, while it is only 3ms for Decentraleyes, 34ms

for NoScript, and 77ms for uBlock Origin. In the 95% percentile,

AdBlock Plus introduces a delay of up to 2.2s over an extensionless

browser, while uBlock Origin adds a delay of 706ms.

Concerning actual page-load time (onLoad), NoScript is improv-

ing substantially over the extensionless browser, by loading web-

sites 491ms faster (median), followed by Disconnect (-244ms faster,

median), followed by uBlock Origin (-193ms faster, median). Unfor-

tunately, NoScript bears have a potential usability problem for the

normal user: It blocks JavaScript, Flash, Java, etc. by default, which

can severely impact a user’s experience, as a significant amount

of the modern web relies on client-side JavaScript to provide func-

tionality. Interestingly, considering the 95% percentile, Disconnect

and uBlock Origin switch positions, indicating that uBlock Origin’s

effect on websites in the tail is lower (732ms delay over baseline vs.

888ms delay over baseline for Disconnect) and providing a more

even experience across websites.

In terms of the data that needs to be downloaded for a website

to load entirely, all privacy-focused extensions do better or equal to

the extensionless browser. By not executing any scripts, NoScript

was able to save up to 50MB in one case (min), and commonly 500KB

(median). Considering a more user-friendly experience, Disconnect

could save up to 49MB (min), and commonly saves around 200KB.

uBlock Origin fares similarly in the median case (200KB), but

worse in the best case (20MB less). The combination of Decen-

traleyes, Privacy Badger, and uBlock Origin outperforms each ex-

tension on their own in he median case (235KB less than baseline;

Privacy Badger alone saves 92KB; Decentraleyes does not save
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Table 2: Successfully Visited Domains per Extensions Configuration. For our measurement study, we only count domains for which

the browser without extensions and the configuration with extensions successfully retrieved the website and the HAR file is complete.

Mozilla Firefox Google Chrome

Extensions Configurations Germany USA Germany USA

AdBlock Plus 13,953 13,761 3,524 3,321

Decentraleyes 13,785 13,378 4,452 4,227

Disconnect 13,982 13,733 4,496 2,325

Ghostery – Privacy Ad Blocker 13,982 13,711 3,150 3,050

HTTPS Everywhere 13,752 13,479 4,602 4,276

NoScript Security Suite 13,899 13,659 5,563 5,393

Privacy Badger 13,943 13,710 5,774 5,636

uBlock Origin 13,734 13,575 4,998 4,761

Decentralyes + Privacy Badger + uBlock Origin 13,801 13,536 2,191 2,149
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Figure 2: Difference in Performance Metrics for Various Privacy-focused Extensions for Mozilla Firefox from Germany. Neg-
ative values (shaded blue) indicate that the extension configuration (row) is performing better for the metric (column) than the browser

baseline with no extensions installed. Correspondingly, positive values (shaded red with dots) indicates that the extension configuration is

performing worse than the browser baseline.
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Figure 3: Difference in PerformanceMetrics for Various Privacy-focused Extensions forGoogle Chrome from theUSA.Negative
values (shaded blue) indicate that the extension configuration (row) is performing better for the metric (column) than the browser baseline

with no extensions installed. Correspondingly, positive values (shaded red with dots) indicates that the extension configuration is performing

worse than the browser baseline.

anything in the median case; and uBlock Origin saves 180KB), indi-

cating that they are complimentary. Nevertheless, the savings that

privacy-focused extensions in terms of downloaded data can pro-

vide are substantial. Interestingly, in some cases, privacy-focused

extensions lead to more data being downloaded. One reason this

can happen are pop-ups to request disabling the extension, and

another reason is that, instead of showing advertisements, the part

of the website shows now more content, which is loaded dynam-

ically. For example, YouTube behaves in this way, loading more

video thumbnails if advertisements are blocked.

The privacy-focused extensions perform largely similar in re-

spect to cookies for Mozilla Firefox in Germany, in that all exten-

sions that are focused on blocking tracking block approximately the

same amount of cookies (577 cookies less than baseline in the best

case, not blocking any cookies in the median case with a median

absolute deviation of zero).

They also result in less requests in the median case: 28 requests

less than the baseline for NoScript, 14 requests less for the com-

bination of Decentraleyes, Privacy Badger, and uBlock Origin, 13

requests less for Disconnect, 12 requests less for uBlock Origin on

its own, 12 requests less for Ghostery, 9 requests less for Privacy

Badger, to 3 requests less to AdBlock Plus, and to the same amount

of requests for Decentraleyes and HTTPS Everywhere. Notably this

means that the combination of Privacy Badger and uBlock Origin

block more than each extension on their own, highlighting again

that they are indeed complimentary.

Finally, considering system performance, we observe that Ad-

Block Plus requires substantial more processor time (CPU Clock),

an additional 1s of compute time in median case. Decentraleyes and

HTTPS Everywhere also incur additional processor time compared

to the baseline, 30ms and 630ms respectively. Contrary to these
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three extensions, all other extensions on their own result in less pro-

cessor time being utilized in the median case, between 374ms less

CPU time for NoScript, to 240ms less for Disconnect, to 86ms less

for Privacy Badger, to 81ms less for Ghostery, to 64ms for uBlock

Origin. Although combination of the three extensions leads to a

decrease in the other metrics and may improve privacy by block-

ing more unwanted behavior, it incurs additional processor time

(37ms) over the extensionless browser, that is, more privacy-focused

extensions do come at an additional performance cost.

Based on our experiments, the best privacy-focused extensions

in terms of retaining or improving Mozilla Firefox’s existing user

experience appear to be Privacy Badger, Disconnect, or uBlock Ori-

gin. Very privacy-conscious users may also consider a combination

of these extensions because they can be complimentary.

4.1.2 Google Chrome

For Google Chrome in the USA, the differences between the exten-

sions and the baseline are generally less pronounced (see Figure 3).

Some differences to Firefox are noticable though: Privacy Badger

results in a page-load time that is 662ms slower (median), while

AdBlock Plus now performs substantially better compared to Fire-

fox (33ms slower than baseline). Interestingly, Disconnect is slower

than the baseline for Chrome (10ms, median), but uBlock Origin re-

mains faster (50ms faster, median). AdBlock Plus and Ghostery also

block less resources compared to Firefox. An unexplained oddity

that demands more attention is that privacy-focused extension do

not appear to lead to a reduction in data downloaded for Chrome.

Overall, taking into account that the extensions themselves do

not differ substantially between their Firefox and Chrome versions,

our results highlight that implementation differences in how Firefox

and Chrome implement various parts of their extension capabilities

lead to substantial performance differences, identifying a potential

point for improving browser performance. Nevertheless, the only

metric that uBlock Origin performs worse than baseline Chrome is

for onContentLoad, where it is only 3ms slower. This result directly

contradicts Google’s recent statement that the blocking webRequest

API is a performance issue.

4.2 Regional Differences
In our measurements, we observe an interesting pattern in re-

gional differences between the USA and Germany. First, all privacy-

focused extensions block one to two more resources for the USA

than they do for Germany, and they block up to 142 more cookies

for the USA than they do for Germany, indicating that privacy-

invasive behavior is more prevalent in the USA, likely because of

a lack of privacy regulation. Second, extensions that needed less

processor time than the baseline in Germany needed even less in

the USA, and extensions that required more processor time in Ger-

many needed even more in the USA. And, related to processor time,

extensions that loaded faster than the baseline in Germany loaded

even faster (comparatively) in the USA, and extensions that resulted

in a slowdown over the baseline in Germany lead to an increased

slowdown in the USA. That is, privacy-focused extensions appear

to have more work in the USA than in Germany, and if they can

do their work efficiently, such as Disconnect, Privacy Badger, or

uBlock Origin, this will lead to an improved effect over the baseline.

4.3 Summary
We have measured and analyzed the performance cost and benefits

of eight privacy-focused extensions. We found that although their

introspection and blocking process comes at some cost, this cost

is offset by performance improvements that blocking tracking and

other unwanted behavior recover. Indeed, leveraging user-sensible

metrics like page-load time, downloaded data, and processor time,

the best performing extensions results in increased performance

for Mozilla Firefox as well as Google Chrome. While we found

some evidence that blocking webRequest can lead to poor perfor-

mance, we found no evidence that it is bound to lead to poor perfor-

mance. In fact, uBlock Origin is performing better or comparable

to both browsers on all but one metric (onContentLoad, which is

not primarily reflecting user experience and which we included for

completeness only). Most notably, this contradicts Google’s recent

argument that blocking webRequest negatively affects performance.

Correspondingly, we urge browser vendors to retain blocking

webRequest functionality, so that users have choice. To address the

API’s potential misuse (see Section 1), we recommend to classify it

as “privileged” and requiring additional verification for extensions

to use it, such as automated software analysis. An implementation

of this recommendation could leverage the already extensive infras-

tructure surrounding the extension stores, similar to the Android’s

store protection mechanisms (e.g., Bouncer).

5 Related Work
Following, we relate how our research compares to prior work,

specifically in the areas of measuring browser performance, and

browser extension security and privacy.

5.1 Browser Performance
A multitude of studies have been conducted that analyze how to

measure browser performance and how specific variables affect

it. These studies have largely focused on network access, the un-

derlying protocols like SPDY and DNS, content distribution, and

server-side features.

Newman et al. [25] performed a measurement study similar to

ours in 2019, investigating the impact of blocking advertisements

on users’ browsing quality of experience for the Alexa top 5,000

websites. They perform their study using the software-as-a-service

provider WebPageTest (WPT), which uses an unknown setup of

hardware, operating system, and network connectivity, raising the

question if end-users would experience similar behavior. Unfortu-

nately, they only analyze a single ad blocking extension, AdBlock

Plus. Their analysis investigates page-load time and time to first

paint, the latter they inaccurately describe as the “initial responsive-

ness” (time to first paint represents when the browser is starting

to render elements, the website becomes responsive at the time of

interactive; first paint is followed by first contentful paint, which

is followed by first meaningful paint, which is followed by time

to interactive). Their results show that time to first paint is faster

without AdBlock Plus, but page-load time is lower with AdBlock

Plus. To better understand if users experience the website to load

faster with or without AdBlock Plus, they perform a user study

using Amazon Mechanical Turk, showing page-load videos to users

side-by-side. Surprisingly, they find that 71.5% of users experience

the website to load faster without AdBlock Plus. However, it is un-

clear if controls were put in place so that both videos load and start
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simultaneously, particularly if users have poor network connectiv-

ity, which may delay one video. Furthermore, users were not able

to interact with the website (as they were shown a video), which

may also affect user perception if a website has loaded. Considering

that we have shown that AdBlock Plus is the worst performing ex-

tension among all eight extensions we analyzed for Mozilla Firefox

across all metrics, and it is performing worse than Google Chrome

without extensions, it is not surprising that users may experience

pages to load slower with AdBlock Plus. Overall, we believe that

their work is complementary to ours: We provide the first in-depth

analysis of multiple privacy-focused extensions across two modern

browsers with more detailed quality of experience metrics, like

response sizes or processor time, while Newman et al. focus on

browsing quality of experience for a single extension on Google

Chrome 57 (end of life in April 2017) only.

Sundaresan et al. [38] evaluate how broadband network access

in over 5,000 homes in the United States can affect page-load times

for nine websites, and they found that latency improvements, such

as improving slow DNS response times, can lead to pages loading

substantially. They also identified that more aggressive DNS, TCP,

and content caching–even if a browser already performs similar

optimizations–can yield additional improvements. However, Sun-

daresan et al. do not utilize a full browser for their study and they

do not investigate how browser extensions affect performance. As

such, their work is complementary to ours. Notably, some of the

extensions that we include in our study are performing some of the

optimizations they proposed, like Decentraleyes.

Wang et al. [46] introduce WProf based on WebKit to profile

how a browser interacts with a website and generate a dependency

graph of resources that the browser requested, parsed, rendered,

etc., effectively being a predecessor to the HAR format that we

use (Section 3.3.1). Using WProf, they perform an analysis of the

critical path to understand how the page-load time of 350 websites

differs under various settings, namely end-user caching (similar

to Decentraleyes), using the SPDY protocol (now deprecated, but

which influenced the development of HTTP/2) instead of HTTP,

and using the mod_pagespeed server extension. While they identify

that end-user caching reduces the page-load time, most objects are

not in the critical path and can be fetched in parallel, meaning that

the reduction is not proportional. They also discover that script

executions account for up to 35% of the critical path, the majority

of which is synchronous JavaScript. However, it is unclear if the

script executions are related to tracking or advertisements, that is,

if they would be blocked by privacy-focused extensions and, thus,

if these extensions would improve performance.

Related to Sundaresan et al. and Wang et al., Hounsel et al. [16]

analyze how DNS transport protocols (UDP, Do53; TLS over TCP,

DNS over TLS, DoT; and, DNS over HTTP/2 over TLS over TCP,

DoH) affect the page-load time of awebsite forMozilla Firefox under

different network conditions, which they find can have a significant

impact on page-load time (up to 0.5 seconds if network conditions

are poor). Different from Hounsel et al., we do not investigate

how DNS affects page-load time, but we analyze how extensions

aiming to improve user privacy affect various performance metrics,

including page-load time, but also including system performance

for both Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. Their results indicate

that better network connectivity leads to a smaller difference in

page-load time between their measurement variables, supporting

our interpretation of how network connectivity will generalize in

how extensions affect performance.

5.2 Browser Extension Security & Privacy
A substantial amount of work has been carried out to better under-

stand the security and privacy properties of browser extensions.

In this area, most closely related to our work is prior research

by Merzdovnik et al. [22], who investigate the effectiveness of

anti-tracking extensions across 100,000 websites in terms of being

able to successfully prevent tracking. They also tangentially ana-

lyze how five anti-tracking extensions affect metrics similar to our

system performance metrics, namely processor time and memory

consumption [22, Section 5.5], but exact details about how mem-

ory consumption and processor time are measured are unclear [22,

Section 4.1]. Overall, they find that anti-tracking extensions did

not cause substantial processor overhead, but require additional

memory. Contrary to their work, we do not analyze if trackers are

successful in blocking tracking. Instead, we analyze in-depth how

eight popular privacy-focused extensions affect browser perfor-

mance as well as system performance, and we provide a holistic

view on how these extensions affect user experience in terms of the

differential in page-load time, requested resources, etc. compared

to a plain browser. Moreover, we account for multiple potential

issues that may affect generalizability of the results to end users,

which Merzdvonik et al. do not account for [22, Section 5.1], such

as not running multiple browser instances on the same machine

and measuring from multiple vantage points.

Beyond work on understanding how privacy-focused extensions

affect security and privacy, a multitude of prior work investigate

how browser extensions themselves can subvert users’ security and

privacy. For example, Chen et al. [2] develop and use a taint analysis

framework to study the privacy practices of browser extensions at

scale. They discovered over 3,600 extensions potentially leaking

privacy-sensitive information, with the ten most used ones having

more than 60 million users. Similarly, Kapravelos et al. [18] use a

dynamic analysis system to identify browser extensions behaving

maliciously, putting more than 5.5 million affected users at risk.

And, Starov et al. [34–36] and Trickel et al. [41] investigate how

extensions allow users to be uniquely fingerprinted and possibly

tracked, and how one can defend against it.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed in-depth the performance cost and bene-

fits of various privacy-focused browser extensions for the two most

popular desktop browsers, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome,

by looking at how they affect system-level performance metrics

as well as browser performance measures compared to a browser

without any extensions installed. We have found no evidence that

privacy-focused browser extensions substantially negatively affect

performance, neither for Google Chrome nor Mozilla Firefox, con-

tradicting Google’s claim that the functionality these extensions

rely on is a performance concern that justifies severely restricting

privacy-focused extensions, and limiting users’ choice. To the con-

trary, albeit some extensions perform worse, we identified multiple

extensions for which almost all metrics indicate that they would

improve user experience, such as reducing overall page-load time

(time to interactive), amount of data transfered, or processor time.

Future work should investigate if it is possible to quantify the

wealth transfer that privacy-invasive techniques enable, like track-

ing; not only in terms of exposing sensitive data, but also in terms

of computational cost, power usage, and users’ inattention.
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